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Abstract

A systematic analysis Is presented of the possible elementary

processes determining the fate of negative pions stopped In hydrogen-

containing samples. Using a phenomenologlcal description In compari-

son with the available experimental Information on plon capture In

hydrogen, It Is shown that the formation and decay of pw" atoms In

compounds ZBHn are determined mainly by the processes of Auger capture

In a molecular orbit ZH*~, transition from molecular to atomic orbit,

transfer of plons to atoms Z In collisions p*~+Z, and nuclear capture

In collisions p*~+H. The recent assumption of a considerable role of

the processes of radiative atomic capture In bound hydrogen atoms,

nuclear capture of plons by protons from the molecular state ZHi~, or

"Inner" transfer of the plon via tunnelling through the bond Z-H Is not

supported by the theory and contradicts the experimental data.

(submitted to Physics Letters A)
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Pion capture by bound hydrogen has proved to be a unique Information

source on the electronic state of hydrogen In various substances. The W

probability, that a negative pion (topped In a sample with bound hydrogen

will be absorbed by a proton, la closely related to the properties of the

chemical bond of hydrogen [1,2]. The method used In the plonlc hydrogen

experiments Is described In refs. [1-4], the results are summarized in

reviews [1-3]. The experimental data have been analysed using the model

of large mesic molecules proposed by L.I. Ponomarev [1,2].

In order to clarify the roles of the various elementary processes,

considered at that time to be possibly involved in the formation and decay

of pionic hydrogen atoms In condensed substances, V.I. Petrukhln et al.

carried out a systematic experimental Investigation of pion capture by

protons In gas mixtures H2+Z [5,6], C.Hn+Z [7,8] and ^e+Z [9]. The

results confirmed the model of large meslc molecules and led to the con-

clusion that the formation and the decay of pionic hydrogen atoms are

determined by colllalonal processes.

Recently, D.F. Jackson et al. [10,11] have attributed a considerable

role in pion capture by hydrogen to elementary processes, not considered

earlier: (1) the direct formation of pionic hydrogen via radiative atomic

capture of pions in bound hydrogen atoms (thereby avoiding the molecular

state); (11) the direct nuclear capture of the pion by the proton from

the molecular state ZH*~ without forming a p*~ atom; and (Hi) an "inner"

transfer of the pion from the p*~ atom to atom Z via tunnelling through

the bond Z-H.

The recent theoretical picture of the atomic capture of mesons does

not support processes (i)-(lli). In the Involved energy region of the

nesons the cross section of the Auger-capture highly overrates that of
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the radiative capture [2,12-15]. The radiative nuclear capture by a

proton Is considered to have a small probability even In an isolated pir~

system [2,3], and the plon Is assumed to transit from molecular to atomic

state very fast [2,16]. Aa to the "Inner" transfer, the pit" system Is

neutral and relatively snail, and It is supposed to leave the molecule

with a high kinetic energy after Its formation [2].

The fact that the assumption on a considerable role of processes

(l)-(ili) la In controversion with the recent theoretical models makes It

very Important to Investigate their consistency with the available

experimental information. The aim of this paper Is to undertake a

systematic analysis of the experimental data using all possible elemen-

tary processes including (i)-(lll) within the frame of the same model

used in refs. [10,11].

The phenomenological model generally used for the analysis of the

experimental data [1-11] describes the plon capture by a proton in the

consecutive steps of Coulomb capture of the plon In a mesic molecular

orbit by probability F, the transition from molecular to p*~ atomic state

by probability Q, and finally, the nuclear capture of the pion by a

proton with probability R» Thus the probability that a stopped plon will

be absorbed by a proton ia [2]

W - PQR . (1)

In a general case, Including the processes (l)-(ili) eq. (1) should

be modified to

W - [PQ+DJR + PE , (2)

where E is the probability of process (11), the nuclear capture of the

plon by the proton from the molecular orbit, and D Is the probability of

process (1), the radiative transition of the plon from the continuum to a
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pit" atomic bound state, I.e. that of the radiative atomic capture of the

pion in a hydrogen atoa (see fig. 1).

In the following the rates of the collisional processes are assumed

to be proportional to the concentration* of the species involved. This

assumption has a firm theoretical [13,14,17] and experimental [9] support.

The atomic probabilities depend on the properties of the corresponding

atoms; we shall assume a dependence on atomic number Z without attempting

a detailed description. By definition, W(H2) " 1.

In a Ẑ Hj, compound, probabilities P and D can be expressed using the

oipj, <Xg and og cross sections of plon capture In the ZHir", pit~ and Zit~

states and the % and Nz densities of H and Z atoms in the sample:

N H A -p - _ £L2 - 2S (3)
( + ) % + <*ZNZ 1 + A C

and

' E , (4)
1 + AZCZ

where A~ " —-*-, AP <• —-^—, A» " *— are the cross sections relative
V V °b+ar °W+ar

to (a^+Qf) and Cz " N Z/NQ - a/n is the atoalc concentration of Z in the

sample.

The E probability of nuclear capture from ZHir~ in a proton and the Q

transition probability are independent from the Cz concentration but

nay depend on L due to the Z-H chemical bond.

The R probability of nuclear capture by proton from a pir~ atoa can be

expressed In teras of the cross sections B* of the following coapeting

reactions:

- pion capture in proton via radiative process within the p*~ atom
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- plon capture In a proton In collisions of p*~ with hydrogen (BJJ) or

with Z (Pg);

- plon transfer froa pir~ to Z via tunnelling through bond Z-H (At);

- plon transfer In collisions p*~ + Z (Az):

There Is extensive experimental evidence that the W probability of

plon capture In protons does not depend on the % density of hydrogen

but depends sensitively on the Cz concentration of the other constitu-

ent [1-3]. For example, the H probability measured in HD and Hz+D2 I
1"]

or In C 2H 6 [19] gases did not change within the experiaental error when

the density was Increased by two orders of Magnitude. Thus, the cross

section of both the radiative nuclear capture in the pit' atoa (Br) and

the "inner" transfer of plons (*t) aust be negligibly saall as compared

to the other cross sections in (S). Neglecting 6r and \t and uslrj rela-

tive cross sections Bg - Bz/% *nd h. " *z/%» e1- (5^ can ^ written as

1 + B2CZ
R -. ~ — . (6)

1 + (B+A)C

The study of plon capture by % e In alxtursB of ^e with noble gases

[9] 1B the slaplest possible check of our aodel aa in that case we have

neither transfer (Az » 0, i.e. R - 1), nor chemical bond effects (Q « 1,

E - 0). Thus, froa (2)-(4)

W(3He+Z) - P+B - l (7)
1 + * C

in agreeaent with the experimental data [9]. (In (7) P denotes the

probability of Auger-capture of *~ Xtt 3He.)
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In the mixtures of H2 with noble gases [5,6] there Is no chemical

bond between Z and H, I . e . E+Q « 1. I'alng eqs. (2 ) - (6 ) , the probability

of plon capture In proton* Is

^ 1 f/ , 1 + B7C7 T
W(H,+Z) - ( l - A_E) , c *. + A-.E . (8)

2 1 + AZCZ L ^ 1 + (Bz+Az)Cz "̂ J

The experlaental W(K2+Z) values measured for all noble gases Z in a wide

concentration range 0 < Cz < 2 have been fitted with a satisfactory

agreement by the simple function [6;

H.vn(H2+z) - ^= • K= , (9)
« P ' 2 1 + AZCZ 1 + AZCZ

where the Az and Ag parameters have been found to be proportional to

(Z l / 3 - 1):

AZ - (7.1 ± O.l)(2
l/3 - l) (10.)

(10b)

A~z in (9) i« obviously an estimation of Az In (8). As to the square

brackets In (8), its reciprocal value can be transformed to the form

1 +

This expression cannot have the quasillnear (l + AgCjj) form In the region

0 < Cz < 2 required by (9) unless both Bz and A^E are negligibly small.

We conclude that in H2+Z mixtures In the collisions pT+Z the transfer

process dominates over the pion capture In proton, and no pion capture is

observed from the H2*~ molecular state. The first statement implies

BZ " »̂ tlie second one AB • 0 or E » 0. Whichever Is small of A, and E,

it should be small in other hydrogen-containing chemical systems ae well

because they are related mainly to the hydrogen atom itself. However,
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strong chemical effects have been observed in the W pion capture proba-

bility in various substances [1-4], e.g.

3 0 •

which suggests A, » Ar as the cross section of radiative atomic capture

in hydrogen should not depend on the properties of the Z-H bond. Thus,

E " 0, the probability of nuclear capture of the pion by the proton from

the molecular orbit Is negligible.

The experimental data obtained on the mixtures of methane (ethane,

ethylene) with noble gases [8] gives support to all considerations made

by us earlier, as the observed effect of the noble gas added to CQK,,

could be approximated as

wexp(cm»n+z) . 1 + A^m/n) ^ 1 + "^(m/n)

1 + Ac(«/n) + A2CZ 1 + Ac(m/n) + AZCZ

using (10a) for AQ and Ag and an estimation from earlier data for Ac,

with only Ag as a parameter.

Thus, we have shown that the assumption of a considerable role of

processes (i)-(iii), used for the Interpretation of data on pion capture

by a proton in organic molecules {10,11], Is Inconsistent with the avail-

able experimental information. The smallness of the corresponding

probabilities is in agreement with the recent theoretical picture of the

atomic capture of mesons.

The author is indebted to Prof. E.tf. Vogt and the staff of TRIUMF

for kind hospitality and to Prof. Daphne F. Jackson, Prof. David F.

Measday, Dr. Farrakh Entezami and Mr. Shirvel Stanislaus for the interest-

ing discussions Inspiring this work.
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Figure caption

1. The fate of a slow iT-neson In a compound ZgH,,. The plon Is captured

In a aolecular state ZH*~ or In atonic orbits of p*~ and Z*~ with

probabilities D, P and (l-P-D), respectively. The plonic nolecule

may decay via plon capture In a proton or by plon transition to atomic

orbits prT and Z<". The plon can be transferred fro» pir~ to Z, or

abecrbed by a proton.
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